Hepatopulmonary syndrome:
Is it time to redefine the MELD exception score for better organ allocation and outcomes?
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Hepatopulmonary syndrome (HPS) represents a serious lung vascular disorder, resulting in significant morbidity and mortality, especially when liver transplantation (LT) is being considered, influencing the pre, trans, and post-LT outcomes. HPS is best characterized by the documentation of impaired oxygenation (widened alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure gradient [PA-aO₂] > 15 or > 20 mmHg in patients older than 64 years, with or without concomitant hypoxemia at room air) in the setting of intrapulmonary vascular dilatations (IPVD) confirmed by contrast-enhanced echocardiography or lung perfusion scanning (shunt fraction > 6%) and liver disease or portal hypertension.¹⁻⁴ HPS can occur in the setting of any degree of liver disease, from well-compensated liver cirrhosis with portal hypertension to acute liver failure.¹⁻³ The prevalence of HPS ranges from 1-4% in non-LT referral community hospitals up to 32% in patients being evaluated for LT.³ Perhaps such a differing prevalence can be attributed to the wide heterogeneity of the applied diagnostic criteria.

LT represents the only definitive therapeutic option that can improve oxygenation and survival in patients with HPS. Because HPS is progressive, being associated with higher pre-LT mortality, patients with severe hypoxemia (partial arterial pressure of oxygen [PaO₂] < 60 mmHg) are eligible for Model of End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) exception points assigned by the Organ Procurement Transplant Network (OPTN)/United Network of Organ Sharing (UNOS) in the United States (US) in order to expedite LT.⁵⁻⁶ Interestingly, some reports raised the concern that mortality was higher among HPS patients with severe hypoxemia pre-LT, however other studies did not support this relationship.³ The largest of these studies was a retrospective single center study performed at Mayo Clinic where they demonstrated a 5-year post-transplant survival of 76% as compared to a 26% survival of matched HPS patients with equivalent degree of hypoxemia and liver disease who were not transplanted. They concluded that outcomes have improved in HPS as a result of MELD exception policy and that the severity of hypoxemia did not predict early post-LT mortality, supporting the existing MELD exception policy.⁷

Goldberg, et al.⁸ in the May 2014 issue of Gastroenterology performed a retrospective cohort study analyzing data from OPTN/UNOS database with the main objective to assess the potential association between room air oxygenation (PaO₂) and pre-LT and post-LT outcomes in the largest cohort of HPS patients reported to date. From February 27, 2002 to December 14, 2012, 973 patients with HPS had at least one MELD exception application approved and were included in the HPS cohort, and 868 (89%) of them had PaO₂ values available. They compared...
outcomes in HPS.

Severe hypoxemia can be a marker of poor post-LT outcomes in HPS.

The study by Goldberg, et al. provides the following strengths over previous reports:

- It represents the largest study to evaluate the relationship between room-air PaO2 and post-LT outcomes in patients with HPS.
- They assessed data from a comprehensive national database of all LTs performed in the US with a sample size nearly four times larger than that analyzed in an earlier report from OPTN/UNOS database that evaluated HPS patient data from February 2002 to March 2007.
- They provide evidence that LT is feasible in patients with HPS and results in similar post-LT survival compared to non-HPS recipients, but that a sub-group of patients with HPS and very severe hypoxemia defined as room-air PaO2 ≤ 44 mmHg have an almost 60% increased risk of post-LT death compared to HPS patients with PaO2 44.1-54 mmHg (with 3-year and 5-year survival of 68 and 59% compared to 84 and 78%, respectively).

Severe hypoxemia in the early post-LT period in patients suffering from HPS has been reported as a common major complication, often leading to death in HPS, however it has been poorly characterized. Recently, Nayyar, et al., proposed an objective definition of this complication, describing its prevalence, risk factors, and outcomes. They performed a systematic literature review and reviewed their single-center experience, defining severe post-LT hypoxemia as hypoxemia requiring 100% fraction of inhaled oxygen to maintain saturation > 85% and out of proportion to any primary concurrent pulmonary process (e.g. significant chronic obstructive lung disease or interstitial lung disease). There was a trend toward an increased risk of developing this complication in patients with very severe hypoxemia, defined as PaO2 ≤ 50 mmHg and anatomic intrapulmonary shunting > 20% quantified by lung perfusion scan, concluding that preoperative awareness of this common complication is required among high-risk patients.

Goldberg, et al. also found that despite estimates that 5-15% of candidates on the waitlist have HPS meritling automatic MELD exceptions by current criteria (PaO2 < 60 mmHg), and that up to 30% have HPS based on the alveolar-arterial gradient, less than 2% of waitlist candidates actually applied for an HPS exception. This observation would suggest that even in LT centers, HPS remains an under-recognized lung vascular complication of liver disease, despite its impact on patient survival.
It is of paramount importance for the LT community to actively screen patients for HPS, not only during the LT evaluation, but also periodically during the candidate’s time on the waitlist. Clinicians should be able to accurately identify and characterize the severity of HPS, with special emphasis on recognizing those with more severe disease (PaO₂ ≤ 44 mmHg, lung perfusion scan shunt fraction > 20%), as these patients are at increased risk of dying after LT. Changes in the prioritization process of waitlist candidates with HPS might be implemented in the future to optimize post-LT outcomes in these patients, without disadvantaging the broader transplant population.

We encourage clinicians and researchers to take advantage of the valuable information provided by Goldberg, et al., by appropriately screening and diagnosing HPS, potentially adopting this new categorization of severity of hypoxemia and exploring changes in the prioritization of MELD exceptions in candidates with HPS that provide a fair balance between waitlist mortality and post-LT survival.
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